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Big Brother Xie Yong exclaimed, “This world, it really is more advanced.”

Omi laughed out loud, and when he heard Big Brother’s words, he couldn’t help
but think of the time when he first crossed into this world, Omi also often
exclaimed, “This world, it really is more advanced.Unexpectedly, Big Brother also
came up with this sentence.

Omi said, “Fellow brothers and sisters, there are three days from our destination,
and we will all be spending these three days on the flying ship, but there is food
on the ship, so don’t worry.”

“What about sleep?Where’s the bathroom?”Second Senior Brother Hao Zizhu
asked.

“Yeah, I want to go to the bathroom too.”

Big brother said, “You guys, you’re so nosy, you’re just holding it in these three
days.”

Omi smiled, “No need to hold it in, there are toilets on the flying ship too, come
here everyone.”

Omi came to the end of the flying ship, there was a door, although very short,
like entering a low basement, but, inside quickly and neatly, just like a modern
toilet, there is a toilet, a shower, but also a washbasin.At the moment, the place
was clean with towels and everything, and the base staff of course always had
them ready.

“This toilet, open the lid of this toilet, sit on this, and you can go to the toilet.”

Little Sister and other women’s blushes, Omi was speechless, really feudal, say a
toilet words will blush shy and embarrassed.

“And then here, turn on the nozzle, you can take a bath, see, hot water, this
flying ship has hot water.” Remember the URL .kanshu8.net

“There’s water here too, is this water from the world?”Big Brother couldn’t seem
to comprehend where the water came from, as far as he could remember, it was
all piped up from a spring in the mountains.



“Oh, this flying ship is the outer surface, there must be a place to hide the water
ah, then using the wind resistance to heat it, there is hot water.Alright, now it’s
all clear.”

Little Sister said, “But, with so many people here, who would dare to bathe here.”

“Oh, Shisui ah, the space here is limited, the whole area is dedicated to washing,
don’t compare the space here with the room in the other world oh.As soon as you
lock the door of this bathroom, you can take a shower, don’t worry, the
soundproofing is super good, you won’t be able to hear anything outside.”

“Oh.”Everyone nodded.

Don then took them to the right side of the flying ship and pulled open an
invisible door.

“Here, this is the flying ship’s kitchen, if you want to cook, you can cook it here,
this is the refrigerator, look, it’s all going to need a lot more food now, I’ll cook it
for you guys in the evening ah.”

The teacher’s wife frowned and asked, “But, how can you cook without a stove?”

“Yeah, no firewood either.”

Omi smiled, “The kitchen here, there’s no need for a stove anymore, see here,
there’s an induction stove and gas, both of which can cook, you’ll know it when
you watch me cook at night.”

“Wow, this world, it really is more advanced.”Omi’s brothers and sisters said with
a series of nods.

“Hehe, and then to the flight pod outside, what about this chair, press here and it
will automatically lie flat, then, it will become a small bed la.”Omi instructed the
chair.

Fifth Senior Brother asked, “Brother Feng, why does the chair expand and
contract when you press this button?Is there some animal hiding in there to help
us pull?”

“Haha, no la, it’s electric, there’s a motor inside, this is too complicated, we’ll
understand later.”

Omi picked up the remote control and pressed it, and the flight pod’s TV turned
on.

“Hahahaha, Eh, a peasant like you, also dares to appear in front of me.”The TV
suddenly sounded with the laughter of a man in a strange uniform.

Omi’s brothers and sisters were shocked and busy, “Who are you?”



“Brother Feng, why is there someone else hiding here.”

“Yes, Brother Feng, I thought there was only

What about us.”

Third Sister said, “And this man is arrogant, is this flying ship his?”

“Hahaha.”Omi laughed, thinking that the first time Omi saw a TV, he also made a
joke.

At that moment, Dao: “Brother Feng, this, it’s not what you told me about before,
what’s the TV, right?”

“Yes, this is the TV.”

The teacher’s wife said, “Feng’er, what’s going on ah, you tell us clearly, you
scared everyone, is it real or not?”

“Of course the people in there are real people.”

“Ah, they’re real people.”

“Real people, but you could say they’re dummies, well, I really don’t know how to
explain it, anyway, let’s pretend they’re in another world.”

“Wow, how advanced.”

Omi immediately found a movie out and played it for everyone to see, it was a
martial arts movie, the reason for playing martial arts, this was to make everyone
feel more contemporary, after all, the other world was sort of a martial arts
world.

And so, all the way everyone spent three days happily, and then flew ships into
the territory of the Yan Huang Empire.

After these three days, watching the movie already Omi’s explanation, they also
became more understanding of this world, no longer as silly as when they first
arrived.

“Senior brother and senior sister, we’ve arrived.”

“Wow, here we are.”

“Down here is the Yan Huang Empire, Wangjing City, I was once an emperor here,
in addition, my friends in this world, and, the women, all live here.”

When Omi spoke of the women, he looked at his little sister, who really did look a
bit white.



Omi couldn’t care less and the flying ship landed on the ground of Wangjing City.

Because the flying ship stayed in mid-air, when Omi landed on the ground of the
palace, Omi’s group of friends had already gathered around.

Omi pulled open the hatch and Xiao Meng was the first to fly up, “Brother Omi.”

“Ugh.”Before Xiao Meng even flew through the hatch, she saw an unfamiliar face
inside, and they all seemed to be classically dressed, in no way like people from
this world.

Omi said, “Xiao Meng, they are my brothers and sisters, and my teacher’s wife.”

“Oh.”Xiao Meng looked a little nervous.

Omi said, “Senior brothers and senior sisters and senior mothers, let’s go, we’ll
enter the main hall first, then I’ll introduce my friends to you one by one.”

“Good.”Shisun led the way down the hatch.

“Wow.”Liu Yue Wang Xing and the others exclaimed when they saw Omi’s
teacher’s wife, Wang Xing said, “I bet that must be Omi’s little sister, I dare you
to bet.”

Liu Yue gave him a blank look, “Nonsense, you still need to bet on this, then I’ll
bet two packs of spicy strips, do you want them?”

A moment later, Omi’s little sister also stepped off the flying ship.

Liu Yue Wangxing’s eyes lit up again.

“Hey, another such young and pretty girl, which one is the junior sister?It’s all
beautiful!”Wang Xing and Liu Yue were confused.

Omi looked at everyone standing in front of him and didn’t see Mu Qianji, Omi’s
heart thumped, did Mu Qianji not come to this world?

Impossible, Mu Qianji couldn’t find me in the Righteous Alliance and would surely
come to this world.

Omi was a bit anxious inside, but at the moment, he didn’t care for now.

Omi said to everyone, “I’m back, and, bringing my brothers and sisters, as well as
my teacher’s wife, everyone, enter the main hall, I’ll formally introduce myself to
everyone.”

“Yes!”
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Everyone entered the main hall.

In turn, Omi introduces his brothers and sisters to his friends, and in turn, the
friends of this world to their brothers and sisters.

This process will not be described in detail anymore.

After the introductions, Omi asked, “That, has Mu Qianji ever been here?It’s the
time I’ve been away.”

Everyone shook their heads and said, “No.”

“Oh.”Omi was a little lost inside, he thought that Mu Qianji was 100% here, but
as a result, she didn’t come to this world, so where the hell did she go?

In the days that followed, Omi took his senior brother, senior sister, and senior
mother on a tour of this world, and they finally understood it.

Then, two months passed in a blink of an eye, and they were almost tired of
playing.

Omi couldn’t continue to spend his days here desolate, and had to get back on
track as soon as possible.

Omi was going to gather a group of scientists in this world and take them to
another world.

However, at this moment, there came an unbelievable event. One second to
remember to read the book

“Reporting to Senior Tang, our flying ship base stationed near the Thousand Hills
Tomb, yesterday an employee returned to the Yanhuang Empire, he said that the
Thousand Hills Tomb had disappeared overnight.”

“What did you say?”Omi’s eyebrows furrowed.

“The Thousand Hills Tomb has disappeared.”

“Heh, funny, who said that, tell him to come see me.”

“Yes.”

Half a day later, a man came.

“Pay your respects to Senior Tang.”

“You were an employee of the base stationed near Thousand Mountain Tomb
before?”



“Yes, I’m an employee of the base, Thousand Mountain Tomb, I work shifts every
six months, and now I’m in the middle of my shift, I’ve been resting for the past
six months.”

“Alright, don’t talk to me about this useless stuff, you came back and told
someone that Thousand Mountain Tomb is missing?What does that mean?”

“Oh yes, we used to take a flying ship to the sky a few times, and every time we
could see the special beauty of the Thousand Hills Tomb’s sea-like lip building,
but the night before I came back, the sea-like lip building of the Thousand Hills
Tomb was gone.”The employee downplayed the fact that he didn’t know that the
Thousand Hills Tomb was a passage that could be traversed to another world and
thought it was just an unexplainable natural wonder.

“Alright, you can go back.”

“Yes.”

Omi furrowed his brow and called Xiao Meng over.

“Brother Omi, what’s wrong?”

“Xiaomeng, are you free.”

“Brother Omi, what is it, of course I’m free.”Xiao Meng was busy nodding her
head, afraid that Omi wouldn’t look for her like that.

“Accompany me to the Thousand Hills Tomb.”

“Uh, just us?”

“Don’t think too much, I just heard that the Thousand Hills Tomb had disappeared
and went to take a look.”Omi inwardly said, “Nima, don’t scare me.”

If the Thousand Mountains Tomb disappeared, it would really be a break.

Omi and Xiao Meng got on a flying ship and immediately rushed to the Thousand
Mountains Tomb.

Three days later, Omi arrived at the Thousand Mountain Tomb, luckily the flying
ship had been upgraded and was twice as fast, otherwise it would take seven
days.

Sure enough, Omi stood on the mountain next to the Thousand Mountains Tomb,
and at a glance, there was only a rolling mountain range, while the Thousand
Mountains Tomb that used to stand in mid-air in the middle of the world like a lip
building was already without a trace.

“How did this happen?”Omi stayed.



“Brother Omi, the Thousand Hills Tomb is really gone, what’s this, what’s going
on?”

“Me too.

I don’t know, God, what the fuck is going on.”

“So, then, can you travel back to the other world?”

“I don’t know.”Omi immediately tried it, and the results spoke for themselves,
even the Thousand Mountains Tomb was missing, so how could he cross back.

“It’s finished.”Omi had a sky-is-falling thought in his mind.

Two days ago, the teacher’s wife was still saying that it was almost time to go
back after playing.

How else to go back now.

“Brother Omi, what to do then.”

“Let’s go back first.”Omi said in frustration.

After another three days, Omi returned to Wangjing City.

Omi’s teacher’s wife was busy asking, “Feng’er, where have you been?”

“Sensei, I.”

“Alright.Don’t say so much, we’ve had almost enough fun in this world, it would
be a waste of time to play any longer, we have to hurry back, I don’t know if
you’ve instructed the Demon Master to inquire about your master’s
whereabouts.”The teacher’s wife was busy saying.

Omi’s face was pale.

“Feng’er, what’s wrong with you?”

Omi said, “Madam, I have something to tell you all.”

“What is it?”

“Alas, let the other division brothers come along.”

A moment later, all of Omi’s division brothers came.

“Brother Feng, what are you doing, mysteriously, didn’t you say that you were
going back to build our sect?When are you leaving to go back.”Big Brother Dao.



“Yes, Brother Wind, after playing for so long, there’s no mystery in this world
anymore, I felt quite advanced when I first came here, but now it’s nothing more
than that, the air here always feels bad.”Second Senior Brother said.

Omi said, “Fellow brothers and sisters, do you know where I’ve been for the past
few days?”

“Don’t be long-winded.”

“I heard someone report that the Thousand Hills Tomb had disappeared, so I
rushed to check it out with Xiao Meng, and as a result, it’s really gone.”

“What is the Thousand Mountains Tomb?”

“The Tomb of a Thousand Hills is the passage to the other world.”

“Ah.”Everyone was shocked.

The teacher’s wife was busy saying, “Windy, what do you mean?”

“Sensei, this means that we can never go back to the other world.”

“Buzz.”Everyone felt their brains buzzing.

“How could the Thousand Mountain Tomb disappear?It’s the junction of two
worlds, huh?”Xu Mei Qian Dao.

: “It could be that God doesn’t allow people from both worlds to cross over, so
after the number of people or number of times that the Thousand Hills Tomb
crosses over reaches a certain amount, or after the time reaches a certain
amount, they will change locations in order to stop more people from crossing
over in the future.Of course, this is my hypothesis, and the premise of the
hypothesis is that there really is a God.”

Everyone looked at Moe incredulously.

Omi nodded, “Xiao Meng’s guess is also very reasonable, over the past few years,
I’ve often worn through both worlds, so now the passage is sealed, preventing
me from coming and going between the two worlds again.As for who sealed the
passage, it doesn’t matter anymore, because no matter who it was, we’re all
microbes in his eyes, not even as good as ants.”

“How did we get so unlucky, so we’re really going to have to live here for the rest
of our lives?”The teacher’s wife was in a hurry, she was still thinking of finding
out about her husband.

Omi’s second senior brother said, “It’s over, it’s really over.”



In comparison, Omi’s friends in this world were not too anxious, because they
were originally from this world, and the worst-case scenario was that they would
not go to the other world in the future.
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